Susan Vaughan- The Felted Pear
{instagram: TheFelted Pear}
SIZE (66 ½” x 81”)

Materials for the Quilt Setting: (Individual fabric cutting instructions will be listed
with each row's directions).
(Note: The fabric requirements listed below are only for the quilt setting and do not include the
fabrics you will be using to create your 12” blocks.)

Scraps left over from piecing blocks from the quilt. If you don’t have
enough scraps left, 12-15 Fat Eighths (9" x 22") would give you variety and
a scrappy look.

Background: 2 ¼ yards

Low volume print: 1/3 yard

Tan print: ¼ yard

Green print: ¼ yard

Blue print: ¼ yard

Outer border: 1 ¼ yards

Binding: 2/3 yard

Backing: 5 yards

We will be starting off Sailing Flag Sampler with construction of the filler block rows, so you can jump right in constructing your
quilt! The specific cutting and piecing directions for each row are listed individually. This will allow you to mix and match your
rows and to truly make your quilt unique to you!
Spool Blocks: (Make 9)
6” blocks finished/ 6 ½” blocks unfinished
Fabrics Required:
From each of (9) fabrics cut:
(2) 2 ½” x 6 ½ ” rectangles
(1) 2 ½ ” x 2 ½”" square
Background fabric:
Cut (4) 2 ½ ” WOF strips. Subcut into (54) 2 ½ ” x 2 ½” squares.
Draw a diagonal line on the back of (4) 2 ½ ”x 2 ½ ” squares. Using the stitch and flip technique, arrange one background
square on the right hand side of the 2 ½ ” x 6 ½ ” rectangle. Sew along on the drawn line and trim ¼” away from the seam. Press
out. Repeat by placing a second background triangle on the left hand side of the rectangle. Sew (2) 2 ½” x 2 ½” background
squares to either side of a 2 ½”x 2 ½” print square. Combine created units as shown to create a spool block.

Blocks measure 6 ½ ”unfinished. Make (9) blocks.
Sew all nine blocks together to form a 6 ½” x 54 ½” (unfinished) row, alternating the direction of the blocks as shown.

Flying Geese Blocks: (Make 27 blocks)
2” x 4” blocks/2 ½ ” x 4 ½ ” blocks unfinished
Fabrics Required:
(27) pairs of 2 ½ ” x 2 ½” squares for a total of 54 squares.
Cut (4) 2 ½” WOF strips. Subcut into (27) 2 ½” x 4 ½” low volume rectangles.

Draw a diagonal line on the back of each 2 ½ ” x 2 ½” print fabric. Place a print square right sides together on the right hand side of
a 2 ½” x 4 ½” low volume rectangle. Sew along the line and trim ¼” away from the seam. Press out. Repeat on the left hand side,
creating a flying geese block. Make (27) flying geese blocks. Each flying geese block will measure 2 ½” x 4 ½” unfinished.
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Sew flying geese together as shown to create a row that is 4 ½” wide by 54 ½” Press seams open to reduce bulk.
Quarter Square Triangle Row: (Make 9 Blocks)
(6” square /6 ½” square unfinished)
Fabrics Needed:
Cut (1) 4 ¼” by WOF strips of Green fabric. Subcut into (5) 4 ¼” x 4 ¼” squares.
Cut (1) 4 ¼” by WOF strips of Tan fabric. Subcut into (5) 4 ¼” x 4 ¼” squares.
Cut (2) 4 ¼” by WOF strips of Background fabric. Subcut into (10)4 ¼” x 4 ¼” squares.
Cut (2) 3 ½” by WOF strips of Blue fabric. Subcut into (18) 3 ½” x 3 ½” squares.
Make Half Square Triangle Units:
Draw a line on the back of each 4 ¼” x 4 ¼” background square. With right sides together, layer one background square and
one 4 ¼” x 4 ¼” green fabric square. Sew ¼” on each side of marked lines. Cut along the diagonal line. Press and trim squares to 4”
square. Make (10) green and white Half Square Triangles.

Make Quarter Square Triangle Units:
Gather two matching Half Square Triangle units (created in above step) together and layer with opposite prints on top of each
other. Draw a diagonal line on the back of the top square and sew ¼” on each side of marked line. Cut apart and press open. Trim
blocks to 3 ½” square. Make (10) Quarter Square Triangle Blocks. (One will be extra)

Repeat above steps with white background fabric and tan print fabric making (10) additional Quarter Square Triangle blocks. (One
block will be extra) Combine Quarter Square Triangle blocks with blue fabric squares as shown to create a 6 ½” unfinished
blocks. Press seams open to reduce bulk.

Make 9 Blocks.
Sew (9) blocks together into a row measuring 6 ½” x 54 ½” long, paying attention to rotate blocks as shown. Press seams open.

Mini Churn Dash Blocks: (Make 12)
(4 ½” finished, 5” unfinished)
From each of 12 fabrics:
(4) 1 ¼” x 2” rectangles
(1) 2” x 2" square
(2) 2 ½” squares
From Background:
Cut (2) 2” by WOF strips. Subcut into (48) 1 ¼” x 2” rectangles.
Cut (2) 2 ½” by WOF strips. Subcut into (24) 2 ½” x 2 ½” squares.
Make Half Square Triangle Units:
Draw a line on the back of each 2 ½” x 2 ½” background square. With right sides together, layer one background square and one 2
½” print fabric square. Sew ¼” on each side of marked lines. Cut along the diagonal line. Press and trim squares to 2” square.
Repeat to make (4) Half Square Triangle units from each fabric.

Join 1 ¼” x 2” rectangle of a background and a print fabric together as shown. Repeat for a total of (4) units per fabric.
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Join rectangle and Half Square Triangle units into rows and sew rows together to create a 5" unfinished Churn Dash block.
Repeat the above process with each of the remaining 11 fabrics for a total of (12) 4 ½” (5” unfinished) blocks. Sew together in one
row measuring 5” x 54 ½" unfinished.

Quilt Assembly:
From Background Fabric:
Cut (19) 2 ½” by WOF strips. Subcut (3) strips into (9) 2 ½” x 12 ½” sashing pieces.
Save remaining strips for horizontal sashing and inner border.
Gather 12 blocks that you made from the Moda Bake Shop "At the Seashore" quilt along. Lay out your 12 blocks and your pieced
filler rows until you are happy with the arrangement.
Hint: Keep in mind that the pieced filler rows are all the same length so their order in the quilt can be shifted. Simply alternate a pieced filler row
of your choice with a pieced block row to create a custom quilt!
Assemble the (3) block rows by alternating blocks with 2 ½” x 12 ½” sashing strips as shown. Press towards sashing.

Using (9) WOF strips of background fabric, assemble (6) horizontal sashing rows. Piece 2 ½” strips together and cut to 2 ½ ”
x 54 ½ ” strips.
Sew the pieced filler block rows, sashing strips, and block/sashing rows as shown. Press seams to the sashing rows.
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Hint: Feel free to substitute solid rows of fabric or different size rows into the mix! Don't be afraid to make your quilt individual to you! Just be
sure to make any changes you need with your inner border or sashing strips.
Using the remaining (7) 2 ½” strips of fabric, piece together strips to form (2) 2 ½” x 69” left and right borders, and (2) 2 ½” x
58 ½” top and bottom borders.
Add left and right borders, and press out. Add top and bottom borders and press out.
Cut (8) 4 ½” WOF strips from border fabric. Sew ends together to form (2) 4 ½” x 73” left and right borders, and (2) 4 ½” x 66
½” top and bottom borders.
Add left and right outer borders and press out. Add top and bottom borders and press out.

Quilt as desired and bind with (8) 2 ½” by WOF strips.

This quilt finishes at 66 ½” x 81”.
I can't wait to see y'all "At the Seashore" this summer! I will be sewing along-- making and posting my blocks on my Instagram feed
(@thefeltedpear). Be sure to stop by and say "Hello"! I'd love to see what you are making and cheer you along.
Susan Vaughan
{instagram: TheFelted Pear}
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